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This article provides a 50-year reassessment of foreign investment and trade in Cuba and locates this analysis within Cuban debates on development and the economics of transition. Transformations contextualised in these debates cover three periods. The 1959–1989 period was characterised by nationalisations and expropriations, the imposition of the US trade embargo, and the trade and economic assistance agreements signed with the Soviet Union. The Special Period crisis emerged in the 1990s and Cuba had to turn to foreign investment and alternative trade options while continuing to reject the adoption of open regionalism and neoliberal policies. The 2005–2008 period was characterised by Cuba’s incorporation into the Bolivarian Alternative, a new regional integration model.
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Introduction

For 50 years, Cuba has been committed to a sovereign alternative development project privileging social achievements over economic ends. The political struggle to achieve this project has been dramatic because opposition from the US government and right-wing groups of Cuban exiles have unabatedly sought to restrain development options. In the Cuban case, two debates have converged: how to achieve economic development and how to achieve a transition from capitalism to socialism. The first debate addresses how an economy can achieve growth and technological advances; the second approaches how to transform an economic system in order to attain socialism.

Cuba has struggled to achieve economic development with equity within a socialist project, and has created and implemented original development options that have often preceded theoretical formulations. Fifty years ago, economic development theory was
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a new discipline, structuralism had only recently formulated import-substitution strategies, dependency theory had not fully emerged, and ‘development with equity’ theory did not exist as an alternative theoretical framework. Although socialist economic theory had a longer history, there were still many gaps, particularly as to how the transition to socialism would occur in less developed neocolonial societies, the production forms and property rights conducive to socialism, alternative models to central planning and market socialism, the question of regional integration and the role of foreign investment.

Development and socialist theories and analyses are often confused (Kotz, 2005), especially when tied to ideological and political debates. The emergence of neoliberal policies in the West and the collapse of Soviet-style socialism, both developing during the 1980s, contributed to this confusion. Neoliberal policies proclaimed that unregulated markets, privatisation and capitalism without state intervention were the best way to achieve growth. ‘Capitalist democracy’, identified with the United States and Britain and associated with markets, private enterprise and free-trade agreements, was the victor; communism, associated with central planning, state-owned enterprises, ‘lack of democracy’ and the Soviet trade bloc, was the loser. Since the late 1980s, the transition-economics debate has also focused on a second transition: that from socialism towards a ‘market’ economy, or capitalism.

Neoliberal policies have clearly adversely affected developing countries and transition economies; in Latin America and the Caribbean, the 1980s are known as the ‘lost decade’, because of the inefficacy of neoliberal policies in triggering development. During the 1990s, policies of ‘open regionalism’, framed in a neoliberal discourse, promulgated free-trade agreements based on foreign corporations and export-led growth; these policies generated capital flight, increased inequality and trade deficits (Aponte and Álvarez, 2002). The effects of neoliberal policies on Russia’s post-1980s transition were also disastrous, generating ‘a chaotic situation in which only short-run gain matters’ and a ‘host of unproductive activities, including speculation in land and securities, skimming enterprise revenues, various forms of fraud, misappropriation of public funds, and protection rackets’, as described by Kotz (2005: 6).

Meanwhile, Cuba had been looking for alternative development options. When the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) dissolved in 1991, Cuba faced one of the harshest and most abrupt de-integration processes faced by any economy in contemporary history. Excluded from those regional and multilateral integration agreements orchestrated by the United States and the World Trade Organization, blockaded by the US trade embargo, de-integrated from the CMEA and distanced from Lomé, Cuba had to wage an important battle to restructure its trade and introduce foreign investment policies that redefined its insertion into the global economy.

When the Special Period in Peacetime¹ crisis began in 1991, the economic development strategy was still following the import-substitution industrialisation strategy outlined in the 1975 First Communist Party Congress (Carranza, 2002: 41), even though rectification measures (Cuban-style) had been called for and implemented. The challenge, now, was to bring about changes without giving in to neoliberal proposals.

In the ensuing difficult years, Cuba introduced important economic policy changes affecting trade and foreign investment: measures proposed in the 1991 Fourth Party

---

¹ The Special Period in Peacetime is the term used to explain the difficulties Cuba confronted after 1990 due to the dissolution of the Soviet bloc, its principal economic and trade partner. It was equivalent to a war economy, but in times of peace.
Congress and the 1992 Constitutional Amendments; the Foreign Investment Act of 1995; and the restructuring of alternative business practices, particularly the so-called Perfeccionamiento Empresarial (PE; Perfecting of Enterprises). The implementation of these changes implicitly laid the grounds for a new model; explicitly, no new model was formulated.

Meanwhile, Cuban economists waged a profound discussion about the need for transformation of the model (Carranza, 2002; Monreal, 2002); different authors delineated important elements of change. Some proposals emphasised aspects of economic development models. For Carranza (2002) and Monreal (2002), a new model would, first, have to create a new structure that guaranteed the country’s insertion into the international economy, second, develop opportunities to be defined by a framework and evolution of global production chains, and, third, identify and select sectors and activities that would constitute the new economic structure, based on social and political considerations (Carranza, 2002: 41–44). Ritter (2007) stressed the need to create a new export base for the economy, an argument compatible with Monreal’s and argued for the need to link this model with a knowledge economy and society and with an institutional strategy. Monreal (2002) articulated an export diversification proposal, linked to global production chains, and technological and organisational change.

Others emphasised changes in the ‘transition-economics model’. Carranza (2002) and Monreal (2002) proposed carrying out an economic restructuring process that transcended the partial reform of central planning mechanisms. Armando Nova agreed with Omar E. Pérez-Villanueva and other academics that, among other things, ‘productive forces need to be freed up’, with clear rules; the market needed to expand to provide incentives for production and work, and excessive centralisation and financial and productive restrictions on businesses should be eliminated (Grogg, 2008).

The Special Period tested Cuban endurance, requiring great sacrifices from the population, because of the scarcity of resources. Eventually the measures implemented began to have the desired effects on the Cuban economy and some degree of relief was felt. However, between 2004 and 2008 a series of events brought into relief the question of neoliberalism.

In 2004 and 2006, a neoliberal programme for Cuba was outlined by the US government in the ‘Bush Plan’. This Plan articulated specific development strategies for price and market mechanisms, property rights, and international economic relations. It proposed decontrolling pricing, establishing ‘free’ and efficient markets, and streamlining existing government economic ministries. Further, it recommended denationalising state-owned or state-controlled entities, settling outstanding expropriated property claims and promoting private property ownership, rejoining international financial institutions and encouraging foreign investment (Commission for Assistance to a Free Cuba, 2004, 2006).

Then, in 2005, Cuba signed an agreement with Venezuela that initiated regional integration into the new Alternativa Bolivariana (ALBA; Bolivarian Alternative); ALBA provided an alternative that was completely contrary to the Bush Plan. At present, this alternative has the potential of promoting an emergent regional transition-economics model, as discussed in the third section of this article.

In 2006, Raúl Castro assumed power, after Fidel Castro stepped aside for health reasons, and immediately adopted measures aimed at improving the Cuban model by increasing efficiency and strengthening the link between income and performance (CEPAL, 2008). Some measures benefited the population directly (greater access
to hotels, electrical appliances and cellular phones); others were directed toward increasing agricultural productivity and output, such as: paying off debt to private farmers and cooperatives; increasing agricultural product prices paid by the government; providing access to agricultural supplies; and assigning idle state land in usufruct to individuals and cooperatives. Those that affected industries or workers included a campaign against corruption, regulations against workplace indiscipline and legalising foreign companies’ payment of extra wages to Cuban employees (in hard currency) (see Mesa-Lago, 2008).

Changes introduced by Raúl Castro re-ignited debates on inequality, social policies and a ‘mixed/multiactoral model of socialism’ (Espina, 2008: 134). These debates had emerged during the Special Period, when the redefinition and redistribution of private property and income in Cuba (that gave people access to US dollars through remittances and allowed participation in certain business practices) generated growing social inequality.

When the international financial crisis exploded in late 2008, the neoliberal policies promoted for the last 28 years lost credibility. Analyses of the structural determinants of the crisis (Crotty and Epstein, 2008), linking it to unregulated markets, non-intervention by the state, and the role of unfettered profit-seeking investment bankers who benefited individually from high-risk ventures, created a new scenario to rethink development debates.

At present, the Cuban government has convoked a Sixth Congress of the Cuban Communist Party in 2009 that will probably define guidelines to further restructure the economy. Therefore, a reassessment of Cuba’s achievements over the last 50 years can usefully serve here to identify future possibilities.

Foreign Investment and Trade in Cuban Development 1959–1989

When the Revolution triumphed on 1 January 1959, Cuba’s development project (still not defined as a socialist programme) focused on solving the social and economic problems that capitalism under Batista and US power had created for Cuban society.

During 1959–1971, most local investment was expropriated and foreign investment was nationalised; a new local production and enterprise system emerged from these transformations. In the early years, debates and strategies focused on carrying out a nationalist economic development programme. Later debates focused on transition-economics.

Before the Revolution, colonial and neocolonial imperatives had structured development patterns, foreign investment and trade around sugar production for export; several factors supported Cuba’s rise as an important world sugar producer. First, Cuban colonos emerged from the creole oligarchy displaced from tobacco by the monopoly on trade and found in sugar production a new development venue (Moreno-Fraginals, 1978: 25). Second, since Spain lacked refineries, Cuban sugar was refined on the island and sold on the local as well as the international market. Third, US capital flows, channelled towards sugar mills’ investment growth in the 1780s after the Anglo-American War of 1779, opened the US market (Moreno-Fraginals, 1978: 65–66). Finally, since Cuba was the penultimate country or colony to abolish slavery on the continent (in 1886), sugar production transferred to the island as other European colonies abolished the slave trade.

After the War of Independence (1895–1898) and the Spanish-American War (1898), sugar production shifted from mills to latifundia, and banking and infrastructure
(particularly railroads) came under British and US dominance (Dye, 1998: 7–10). By the late 1920s, about 66 per cent of Cuba’s sugar production was under US corporate control and Cuba became the principal sugar supplier for the United States (Dye, 1998: 1–4, 8). However, the Cuban sugar economy generated poverty and inequality; Barredo-Medina (2008: 1) states ‘in 1958, 50 per cent of the population earned just 11 per cent of total income, while a 5 per cent minority controlled 26 per cent’.

In 1959, the revolutionary government’s development programme focused on Cuba’s most pressing problems, created by the sugar economy model, addressing land distribution and ownership, industrialisation, housing, employment, education, health and equality. Fidel Castro had laid out the fundamental pillars of the programme in his ‘History Will Absolve Me’ speech (Castro, 1975), delivered in 1953 during the Moncada trial.

The economic development programme required certain important transformations in agriculture, foreign investment, trade and social welfare. During 1959–1962, Cuba carried out an Agrarian Reform (Deere, et al., 1990: 126) and an industrialisation strategy that required the expropriation of local enterprises, the nationalisation of foreign companies and the diversification of trade relations. Nationalisations and expropriations first targeted latifundia and US-owned sugar mills (to carry out the Agrarian Reform), and then affected banks, telephone and electricity corporations, domestic wholesale, foreign trade and banking (Mesa-Lago, 2000: 176). Expropriations and nationalisations of private educational institutions and large hospitals followed in 1961. Private retail stores were collectivised into a state network of groceries and other shops in 1962 as rationing was introduced (Mesa-Lago, 2000: 186). Cuba paid compensation to nationals from Canada, Spain and Britain, but not to those from the United States who rejected the amounts proposed by Cuba (Barredo-Medina, 2008).

Cuba signed its first major trade and economic assistance agreement with the Soviet Union in 1960 (USITC, 2001: 1–8), to acquire oil, machinery and credits in exchange for sugar: ‘Soviets would buy 1 Million tons annually’ (Mesa-Lago, 2000: 178). Soviet oil was to be processed in Cuba by refineries owned by Esso/Standard Oil and Texaco (USITC, 2001: 1–8). When these companies refused to refine Soviet oil, the Cuban government nationalised the refineries in 1960. The United States responded by reducing Cuba’s sugar quota; further nationalisations followed (USITC, 2001: 1–8; Deere, et al., 1990: 126). In 1962, the US ‘suspends preferential and most-favoured nation tariff treatment to Cuba and in 1963, the Cuban Assets Control Regulations freeze all Cuban-owned assets in the US and formalize US commercial, financial and travel sanctions with Cuba by US citizens and in 1964 the Organisation of American States imposes multilateral economic sanctions with respect to Cuba’ (USITC, 2001: 2–2, Table 2–1).

The 1959–1971 period witnessed great achievements in attaining social objectives. Distributive and social policies engendered a Cuban population with high levels of education, particularly in health, medicine and the humanities. Income distribution inequalities were modified, although those sectors linked to the political party structure and intellectual circles enjoyed privileges not granted to other social sectors.

Politically, Cuba was deeply affected within this period by the Cold War, the Organization of American States’ expulsion of Cuba in the early 1960s, the 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion, the 1962 Missile Crisis and an internal opposition that triggered many Cuban professionals’ emigration. The political environment damaged the development process as the government was forced to channel resources away from production, consumption and distribution towards military defence. Sabotage, assassination attempts and military manoeuvres all had an impact on all aspects of society.
When the United States imposed the trade embargo in 1962, Cuba turned towards the Soviet Union. This relationship endured until the late 1980s and marked Cuba’s continued dependence as a primary sugar exporter, relying on trade relations dominated by one partner. Cuba had to refocus on sugar production for export, a development strategy that it tried to avoid (Zimbalist and Eckstein, 1987: 9; Mesa-Lago, 2000: 177). This damaged the strategies for import-substitution industrialisation and the diversification of agricultural production. Consumption based on local diversified production was sidestepped. The Soviet Union signed a second six-year trade agreement (1965–1970) with Cuba, through which they would increase sugar imports and provide technical aid to expand and modernise the sugar industry (Mesa-Lago 2000: 202). Sugar exports became the basis for industrialisation as Cuba grew closer to the Soviet Union as a trade partner.

This period also marked a profound debate that would locate development options within the wider debate on the transition to socialism. The debate centred on two questions: what socialist model was best for Cuba (which included resolving whether macroeconomic management should be organised through centralised planning or market socialism) and whether material or moral incentives should be the basis for a socialist transformation.

Ernesto Che Guevara toured Eastern Europe and Asia in order to ascertain what ‘socialist model’ was best for Cuba. Che criticised ‘Soviet reliance on material incentives, money relations and bureaucracy as belonging to a capitalist logic’ (Green, 1996: 27), and described Yugoslavia as ‘managerial capitalism with a socialist distribution of the profits’ (Yaffe, 2004: 2). Guevara proposed a Cuban alternative to Soviet-style socialism, emphasising three main components: a campaign against bureaucracy, an emphasis on voluntary, collective work and the social wage. Che wanted to create an enterprise system that avoided the problems that he had seen in the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia and that promoted the collectivisation of production and workers’ participation.

The Revolution’s ambitious goal of attaining development through socialism was best captured in the 1970 ‘10 Million-ton harvest’ drive; this increase in sugar production was designed to guarantee growth through exports within the new trade agreement with the Soviet Union. When the 10 Million-ton harvest was not achieved, Cuba moved into what is known as ‘the Retreat to Socialism’ (Eckstein, 1994: 41) and the ‘Sovietisation’ of Cuba. It became more formally integrated into the Soviet bloc and its central planning system, entering into exactly the type of model resembling state capitalism that Che had warned against. Bureaucracy crept in, and the emphasis on voluntary, collective work that would control production weakened. The ‘Sovietisation’ of the economy allowed local Cuban enterprises to become the prevailing organisational form within the business system, while Soviet policies focused on aid, trade and exports, and did not favour direct foreign investment.

Cuba joined the CMEA in 1972, at a time when there was no foreign investment and practically no private enterprise on the island, because the revolutionary government had nationalised foreign holdings and proscribed all forms of foreign investment since the early 1960s (Brundenius, 1984; Pérez-López and Travieso-Díaz, 2000). It had also collectivised most private local firms. By 1977, collectivisation was complete (100 per cent) in industry, construction, retail trade, wholesale and foreign trade, banking and education; in only two sectors were collectivisation percentages lower: agriculture (77 per cent) and transportation (98 per cent) (based on data in Mesa-Lago, 2000: 347).

Until the mid and late 1970s, foreign investments were not favoured under the CMEA. The Socialist Bloc rejected international capital flows on ideological grounds, considering them exploitative (Palánkai, 2008: 25). However, after the 1970s world
economic crisis, socialist countries ‘opened up’ through joint venture legislations and began accepting foreign capital investments (except the German Democratic Republic and Cuba) (Palánkai, 2008: 27).

In Cuba, state enterprises, linked to a centralised planning system, constituted the production system responsible for generating the goods exchanged within the CMEA. Although Cuba was highly dependent on Soviet aid and investment credits, enterprises established under Soviet cooperation were not joint ventures or mixed enterprises, but rather Cuban state enterprises. Later on, a Soviet–Cuban long-term cooperation agreement (1985–2000) was signed, envisaging Soviet–Cuban joint enterprises (Mesa-Lago, 2000: 242), but it is not clear whether these investments were concretised given the interruption brought about by perestroika and glasnost in the Soviet Union.

According to Hare (2007: 32–38):

CMEA carried out trade within the socialist bloc as well as with western and eastern countries excluded from the bloc. Within the bloc, trade was determined through the plan and any trade not in it was not allowed. CMEA promoted production specialisation among the socialist countries. Price-type signals or cost factors did not influence trade flows. Annual bilateral deals between each pair of countries, conducted in ‘transferable roubles’, determined trade with socialist partners. Prices were based on western world market prices, but these were lagged and smoothed out to remove fluctuations. The Comecon bank based in Moscow handled the payment and financing aspects of this trade.

The insertion of Cuba into the Soviet trade and cooperation bloc would define the structural problems that the Cuban economy would later have to face and solve when it entered into the Special Period crisis sparked by the CMEA’s dissolution. Cuba was excessively dependent on what it supplied and acquired from the CMEA. From 1972 until 1991, Cuba’s trade structure was tied to this international insertion (Spadoni, 2002: 158). In 1989, Cuba exported 63 per cent of its sugar, 73 per cent of its nickel and 95 per cent of its citrus to these countries. Similarly, imports from CMEA countries represented 85 per cent of Cuba’s total imports: 63 per cent of food, 86 per cent of raw materials, 98 per cent of fuel and lubricants, 80 per cent of machinery and equipment, and 57 per cent of chemical products (Álvarez-González, 1995: 7).

Production and investment centred on state enterprises that did not meet international benchmarks in competitiveness and technology; prices and costs did not reflect measures of efficiency in these firms, as the system depended on centralised planning and there were no market mechanisms. Cuba had not diversified into any regional integration agreements, as it maintained most of its trade within the CMEA (Pérez, 1983; Álvarez-González, 1995).

In the late 1980s, as perestroika and glasnost restructured and de-structured the Soviet economies, Cuba entered into the Proceso de Rectificación de Errores (Rectification Process), the Cuban attempt to reform the ‘economic transition model’ by focusing on improving productivity and efficiency and on combating corruption. Rectification offered palliative measures within the same model.
Restructuring during the Special Period Crisis 1990–2004: The Rejection of Open Regionalism and the Need for Alternative Foreign Investment and Trade Strategies

When the crisis ensued, debate on development options was focused on Cuba’s characteristics and situation. Cuban sugar lost its market, exports fell and the oil-for-sugar exchanges that had characterised trade and financial arrangements within CMEA collapsed. Shortages spread throughout the Cuban economy (Alonso and Galliano, 2001: 339), and capital inflows fell abruptly as financing from the CMEA disappeared, while Western capital markets remained relatively closed. The crisis forced social policy cuts, with safeguards established for children and the elderly.

At first, economic development strategies focused on guaranteeing survival by identifying ways to obtain foreign exchange quickly so that the government could purchase basic goods on the international market; food, medicines and oil were prioritised. Then development debates incorporated issues related to transition-economics by focusing on ‘centralisation versus markets’ strategies and redefining property rights.

Within this context, Cuban policy-makers now focused on remittances as a source of rapidly available foreign exchange, tourism and biotechnology as strategic growth poles, and foreign investment that would produce the much-needed capital inflows and technological and managerial expertise to develop these industries and those tied to energy, petroleum, gas and electricity. The redefinition of property rights in agriculture (promoting cooperatives) and the creation of new institutions (markets) were necessary to spur growth in the availability and distribution of food. Self-employment was now permitted to help alleviate escalating unemployment. Although these strategies encompassed measures distinctive of economic development debates – such as strategic industrial sectors and export promotion – and of transition-economics’ debates – redefining property rights in agriculture and self-employment – they constituted a response to the crisis, and did not propose to redefine the model.

Cuba also had to resort to debt, aid, remittances or foreign investment as a means to attract the much-needed capital. The country was already deeply indebted; however, its creditworthiness was poor, it was not a member of the International Monetary Fund, and it received virtually no aid from foreign governments or international organisations. Cuba’s debt was largest with the Soviet Union, but also included bilateral and multilateral debt. The country was unable to borrow from multinational lending institutions because it had defaulted on foreign loans and because the United States threatened to penalise those institutions (Section 104(b) of the Helms-Burton Law) if they granted loans or aid to Cuba (Travieso-Díaz and Trumbull, 2002: 3).

Remittances constituted an important source of foreign currency. Permits for Cuban residents living outside Cuba to visit their relatives increased and the holding of US dollars was decriminalised after 1993; thus, significant amounts of dollars came into the country. However, remittances were channelled towards individuals and so did not provide the potential development effects of foreign direct investment: increased employment, asset development and technology transfer (Travieso-Díaz and Trumbull, 2002).

The most important means to obtain foreign capital within the control of the Cuban government was therefore foreign direct investment, yet Cuban policy-makers adopted a cautious stance on encouraging it. Although Cuban Decree-Law No. 50 had existed since 1982, and there had been a few initiatives that had attracted foreign investment in the late 1970s, it was in the midst of the crisis that the country was really pushed to announce that it would pursue foreign investment. Back in the late 1970s,
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Cuba’s increased foreign indebtedness with Western countries and its need to acquire capital, management expertise and technology had led the government to establish joint ventures and contract manufacturing with Mexico, Japan and Panama (Zimbalist and Eckstein, 1987: 18–19). Domínguez (2004: 22) traces the first significant move toward foreign investment to the June 1990 Political Bureau statement welcoming foreign direct investment and international tourism.

In 1991, the Fourth Party Congress adopted a resolution in favour of the country’s economic development that prioritised some sectors, and addressed issues pertaining to macroeconomic policy and management and external trade. Prioritised sectors included food production, tourism, biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries and the recovery of traditional exports to guarantee sustainability. Congress also authorised amending the 1976 Constitution to allow some property rights (Domínguez, 2004: 22). Finally, it confirmed the intention to actively promote and attract foreign investment (Kapcia, 1992: 184), seek to restructure external trade, and identify solutions to external debt and foreign exchange (Álvarez-González, 1995: 12).

The National Assembly of Popular Power approved important changes to the Constitution in 1992 affecting trade and investment; the state now recognised most mixed enterprises and economic associations as new forms of property (Art. 23), and modified its monopoly power over foreign trade (Art. 18), thereby allowing different enterprises to carry out import–export activities. The state also substituted the concept of economic planning regime (Art. 16) with that of ‘a plan that guarantees the country’s programmed development’ (Álvarez-González, 1995: 13).

The Foreign Investment Act, Law No. 77, was passed in 1995. The legal framework for foreign investment set out in this law applied to all sectors of the Cuban economy, except for healthcare and education services, institutions of the armed forces and national defence (other than commercial enterprises of the armed forces) (Art. 10). Law 77 protected property through a bar on expropriations and assurances about indemnification in the event that expropriations might occur for the public good. International companies would now have to hire Cuban employees through a Cuban ‘employing entity’, paying workers’ wages to that entity in ‘convertible foreign currency’, while the employees received their wages from the entity in Cuban pesos. Among other taxes, Law 77 imposed a 30 per cent corporate income tax (subject to increase for companies exploiting ‘renewable or non-renewable natural resources’) (Pérez-López and Travieso-Díaz, 2000: 462).

Important new measures and macroeconomic policies were implemented after 1993. These included: the authorisation of alternative business practices including self-employment; basic units of cooperative production; mixed enterprises; the PE system; and markets. Strategic industrial policy targeted growth in the construction and tourist industries, and export growth in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries. The state authorised state enterprises, economic associations with foreign capital and other organisations to carry out foreign trade.

The PE, an alternative business restructuring practice implemented after 1998, was most important for foreign investment and trade considerations; it sought to transform the large state enterprises that had been the axis of the development model when Cuba was part of the Soviet Bloc. The PE process required several steps before implementation: authorisation; accounting certification; approved diagnosis of the firm according to
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sixteen areas; and submission of documentation (see Cuba, 2006). By November 2002, there were 1,225 enterprises in the authorisation stage, 910 had met accounting certification, 700 had an approved diagnosis, 512 had presented their file and ‘perfecting’ had been implemented in 381 (based on data in Marquetti, 2002: 39). State enterprises under PE enjoyed additional decision-making power and decentralised capabilities, but some of these privileges were re-centralised after 2003, including the ability to make transactions in hard currency, a relative freedom from import controls, and a freedom from controls over tourism enterprises and tourism personnel (Mesa-Lago, 2005: 21–24). PE had an impact on foreign investment and trade. State-owned enterprises undertaking the process became foreign investors’ partners, as all investment that came into the country had to be tied to a local venture. These enterprises were responsible for exports within these arrangements and benefited from technology transfer in operations, management and marketing.

Foreign investment in Cuba increased significantly in the post-1990 period, as recognised by many authors specialising in this topic (Pérez-Villanueva, 2002; Pérez-López, 2004; Morris, 2008). This article assesses foreign investment in Cuba by summarising partial research findings from an analysis of a database created by Pérez-López (2004) that was updated to mid-2006. This summary refers to two categories: joint ventures and joint ventures abroad.

Joint ventures (JVs) are associations where a foreign investor partners a Cuban state-owned enterprise to do business in Cuba; the product or service from this association may be sold in Cuba or abroad. Joint ventures abroad (JVAs) are associations where a Cuban state-owned enterprise partners a foreign investor to do business abroad; the product or service generated by a JVA might be sold in the foreign country where the JVA business is located, or in another country.

Figure 1 shows the cumulative number of JVs and JVAs. Once almost non-existent, foreign investment in the form of JVs and JVAs took off dramatically; growth in JVs and JVAs occurred from 1986 to 2005, although the rate of growth decreased after 2001. JV estimates, based on Pérez-López’s database, are relatively close to numbers in Morris (2008: 778), based on Pérez-Villanueva’s work. For each category, Cuban enterprises were partners in almost all foreign investment channelled towards the island.

Cuban enterprises also launched JVAs. Table 1 shows selected cases of JVA in the biotechnology industry. Cuba has taken biotechnology to countries where it can truly make a social difference, as evidenced joint ventures in African and Asian countries.

In the literature, foreign investment reductions after 2001 have been related to several factors: changes in investment and trade policy (such as eliminating small investments), high transaction costs, and cumbersome restrictions, bureaucratic inefficiency and excessive control by the state. International debt defaults or arrears with Japan, Mexico, Spain and Italy affected the investment climate (Spadoni, 2002; Castañeda, 2003;

---

2 The sixteen areas were: general organisation, leadership methods and styles, organisation of production and services, organisation and rules for work, the search for policies for quality, labour and wages, planning, contracting, system of financial relations, accounting, internal control, costs, prices, information systems, human resources (‘human attention’), and marketing.

3 Part of the data came from the Cuba Transition Project at the University of Miami, sponsored by USAID. The author obtained permission to use the data for academic research and publication.
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Figure 1. Number of JVs and JVAs in Cuba, 1985–2006.

Table 1. Cuban JVAs in the Biotechnology Industry: Selected Cases, 1991–2004

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nationality of JVA partner (number of cases)</th>
<th>Product (number of JVs for each product)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China (5)</td>
<td>High-tech medical equipment (2);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>produce kits to detect vaginitis (1);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>veterinary medicines (1); drugs to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>treat cancer of the head and neck (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India (2)</td>
<td>Hepatitis-B vaccine (1); monoclonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>antibodies (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia (2)</td>
<td>Generic vaccines and drugs (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa (1)</td>
<td>Hepatitis-B vaccine (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated from data available on the website of the Institute For Cuban and Cuban-American Studies at the University of Miami.

Domínguez, 2004), and political considerations played a role, as in 2003 when the European Union imposed sanctions (lifted in June 2008) because political dissidents were imprisoned in Cuba.

Seen against the experience of Eastern Europe and privatisation in Latin America under neoliberalism, whereby governments handed state enterprises over to local and foreign private interests and where social outcomes were generally far from positive, keeping Cuban enterprises government owned enabled the Cuban government to implement a strategic industrial policy that allowed it to position itself favourably under the ALBA, as considered next.

Foreign Investment and Trade 2005–2008: Cuba and the Bolivarian Alternative

When the Special Period crisis emerged, Cuba found itself alone as the only ‘still socialist’ country in the continent. However, the twenty-first century changed the political map favourably, with new left governments gaining or consolidating power in Brazil, Venezuela, Bolivia, Ecuador, Chile and Nicaragua, and a new panorama emerged.
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Trade and investment alternatives then took on new forms under ALBA, first announced in 2004 by Hugo Chávez. Cuba and Venezuela realised the first Strategic Agreement within ALBA in 2005, establishing cooperation initiatives in trade, investment, energy, health and education. As in the 1972–1991 CMEA period, Cuba once again became a member of an alternative regional integration bloc, linked to socialist ideas.

Cuba has established commercial and diplomatic relations with many other countries and international associations. These include its Cuba Bilateral Cooperation Programme with Canada since 1994, as well as trade-related agreements with China in 2003, South Africa in 2003 and Iran in 2005. Cuba is also a member of the Non-Aligned Movement, the Group of 77, the Latin American Economic System and the Association of Caribbean States. It is a beneficiary of many Generalised Systems of Preferences, except the one involving the United States, and has moved towards strengthening a working relationship with the Caribbean Common Market (CARICOM) and with the South American Common Market (MERCOSUR). The 2000–2005 period signalled a shift towards trade-related agreements and the strengthening of ALBA, particularly with Venezuela and Bolivia, and saw a corresponding shift in trade exchange towards America (including Canada) and Asia (particularly China) rather than Europe.

Trade with the United States was partly liberalised in 2001. Under the Appropriations Act, the US Congress lifted sanctions on food, agricultural products, and medicines to Cuba (among other countries) (Title IX of H.R. 5426, as enacted by P.L. 106–387; Trade Sanctions Reform and Export Enhancement Act of 2000). As a result, the United States sold (in cash) almost $1.25 Billion to Cuba from December 2001 to April 2006, but later tightened terms by requiring that payments in cash be delivered prior to shipping of goods from US ports instead of on arrival to Cuban ports (NFU, 2006).

The most significant process for the Cuban revolution, however, has been its insertion into the ALBA, with Venezuela becoming its strongest trade partner. Cuba has indeed played a key role in developing ALBA, which is both an economic development model and a transition-economics model. The term ALBA emerged when Hugo Chávez introduced it during the Americas Summit at Québec in 2001 as an alternative to the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) proposed by the US government. The Bolivarian Alternative is structured around fair and solidarity trade, energy, investment, finance, food security, education and health. As a development project with social inclusion at the national and regional levels, it has generated significant processes of change within Venezuela and throughout the region. There are two levels at which countries participate in ALBA: as full members or as countries ascribing only to particular programmes. Full-members and dates of inclusion are, respectively: Cuba in 2005, Bolivia in 2006, Nicaragua in 2007, Dominica and Honduras in 2008, and Saint Vincent and the Grenadines in 2009.

On 28 April 2005, Cuba and Venezuela agreed to a Strategic Plan within ALBA that envisaged cooperation in education, health services, trade, and mining and petroleum extraction. Bolivia’s President Evo Morales also signed an agreement with Cuba within the context of the ALBA in April 2006. Other countries participate primarily in energy and cooperation agreements.

‘Fair and solidarity’ trade that seeks to advance socialist ideals is an important goal within ALBA. Trade within ALBA is articulated around traditional and innovative parameters and mechanisms: traditional parameters include import–export trade under preferential terms typical of economic development and international trade policies. Fair and solidarity trade functions through compensated trade agreements (CTA) and can be associated to transition-economics policies. Through CTAs, each country proposes...
concrete actions and presents what it needs and what it can give/offer. These agreements compensate goods and services according to the needs and capabilities of each.

Energy agreements in which Cuba participates are structured around Petrocaribe, which was established in 2005 and includes other countries not in ALBA. ALBA countries, plus Haiti, derive an extra benefit from Petrocaribe: 90 days’ credit to pay for half of its oil invoice total, with product exchange being partially accepted as means of payment. For the remaining 50 per cent balance, a direct loan is extended for half of it (25 per cent) under favourable terms and the other half (25 per cent) is channelled to the ALBA-Caribbean Fund to carry out social and economic projects within the importing country. The ALBA-Caribbean fund is a new institutional development destined to become a major player in regional financing (Girvan, 2008:8).

Petróleos de Venezuela Sociedad Anónima (PDVSA; Petroleum of Venezuela Limited Liability Company) supplies approximately 35 per cent of Cuba’s oil under generous financing terms. As a result of the value of oil exports, Venezuela is now Cuba’s leading trade partner, and Cuba is also now carrying out exploration to ascertain offshore oil reserves’ existence. Castañeda (2003) has pointed to Cuba’s rising oil bill debt with Venezuela, and has asserted that Cuba’s state-owned and state-operated oil company has fallen behind on payments to Venezuela repeatedly since 2000.

Trade and energy agreements and the transactions they entail are partially carried out through strategic CTAs; in the case of Cuba, the island receives petroleum at preferential prices and terms and pays back partly in medical services that Cuban personnel offer in the Barrio Adentro (Inside the Popular District) Mission in Venezuela and in medical services that Venezuelans receive in Cuba. Missions are defined as ‘massive strategies oriented toward guaranteeing the basic rights of the population, with an emphasis in the most excluded sectors’ (see PDVSA, 2005). In many cases, Missions are the vehicles through which compensations are paid off through services within the CTAs.

Compensated trade with Venezuela has improved the income from services for Cuba to the point of almost balancing its external finances in recent years. Cuba’s role within ALBA contributes to the social inclusion of the region’s poor and grants some privileges to Cuban professionals (travelling, earning an income higher than the one they would get in Cuba and being able to bring consumer electronics into the country, although these professionals get paid in pesos and thus don’t receive competitive international salaries for their work). Cuba benefits from one of its competitive advantages created by the Revolution –a highly qualified and trained human capital –in what Monreal has called the Cuba–Bolivarian Matrix (Monreal, 2008).

Investment is articulated around local and regional state enterprises with complementarities and needs in mind, rather than around foreign enterprises and production for export. The most significant aspect of the ALBA agreements affecting foreign investment in Cuba is the emergence of ‘regional mixed-state enterprises’ as a new form of governance through which to concretise the agreements. Martha Lomas, Cuban minister of Foreign Investment, has identified 26 mixed enterprises contemplated under the Cuba-Venezuela Cooperation agreements (El Universal, 2008).

Significant achievements have also been attained in education and health, both in Venezuela and in ALBA member countries. The United Nations declared Venezuela and Bolivia as (respectively) the second and third illiteracy-free territories (after Cuba) in Latin America. Within ALBA, 30,000 Cuban doctors offer their services free of charge for the population; there are 600 medical specialists in Bolivia; 70,000 students are being educated in health-related areas; and almost 1 Million people have received eye surgery (Girvan, 2008:6). However, for some (Mesa-Lago, 2008: 23, 25), these
positive outcomes allowed Castro to ‘retrench’ and reverse the economic reforms of the 1991–1996 period.

Conclusions

Cuba’s insertion into ALBA is part of the larger framework that is attempting to achieve both an alternative regional integration model and an alternative transition-economics model for what is called ‘twenty-first century socialism’.

Viewed in terms of the economic development/transition-economics debates, this latest period has witnessed some positive elements in the adaptation of the economic development model. Some of Carranza (2002) and Monreal’s (2002) points have been partially fulfilled: creation of a new structure to guarantee the country’s insertion into the international economy; and identification and selection of sectors and activities that would constitute the new economic structure based on social and political considerations (see Carranza, 2002: 41–44). Some elements of a new productive structure have been established, particularly Cuba’s integration strategy, based on local enterprises and alternative regional integration agreements. Selected sectors and activities that would constitute elements of the new productive structure have also been activated. Some of these sectors are characterised by Ritter’s (2005) argument about linking this model with a knowledge economy, particularly the activities tied to the biotechnology industry and the role in education that Cuba plays within ALBA. These processes have initiated changes in the export diversification mix called for by Carranza (2002), Monreal (2002) and Ritter (2005).

Where the economy has been less successful is in bringing about the changes related to an alternative ‘transition-economics model’, as is the case with the restructuring of business practices and the central planning mechanism (one of Carranza’s [2002] and Monreal’s [2002] points). Ahead, within the new panorama of the region, Cuba faces the challenge of furthering economic restructuring that will bring about the profound changes still pending for its business alternatives and other institutional changes, and that imply and require a profound analysis of what ‘twenty-first century socialism’ means and needs.

Yet the world financial crisis might still complicate this panorama, as it could bring about a reduction in exports, decreases in commodity prices, tourism, remittances and foreign investment flows that might hurt the Cuban economy. As counter-tendencies, the de-integration of Cuba from the international financial system, forced by the United States, might yet protect the island from the impact of the crisis and reductions in remittances (such as the US-imposed ceilings on the remittances). Furthermore, Cuba’s integration into the Río Group in late 2008, as well as new cooperation agreements with Brazil and Iran, might help the Cuban economy diversify risk.

With Barack Obama’s electoral triumph, the prospects for an easing of the embargo could improve. Although Obama has not made a specific pronouncement on the embargo after winning the elections, he has lifted restrictions on Cuban–American travel, opened up the definition of family categories allowed to receive remittances and expressed willingness to meet Castro.

But it is the new structure linked to ALBA that is truly promising if political continuity is achieved in the region, because reinsertion into an alternative regional bloc (ALBA) might help bring about changes for ‘twenty-first century socialism’. ALBA has broken away from the parameters of traditional trade agreements and is redefining relations in terms of cooperation, complementarities and solidarity. ALBA is located within the
new political context of the region where progressive governments have come to power in an increasing number of countries.

In trade, the incorporation into ALBA is moving Cuba closer to a transition-economics model in regional integration, promoting the advancement of socialism. Such an initiative has no parallel in the region’s history, and in that sense, it places Cuba again at the forefront of creating alternatives for which there is not yet a theoretical model.
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